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1. Now, the suspect in Mr. Abe's assassination, who has been arrested by the Nara
Prefectural Police, may no longer be a murderer!

From the beginning of the assassination of Mr. Abe (former Prime Minister) on July 8, 2022,
major suspicions have been pointed out mainly in the Internet, but this suspicion has now
been scientifically proven.

By the way, in a video (Note 1) recently uploaded to YouTube, two silenced guns were fired
between the first and second self-made guns of Yamagami, who is believed to be the
assassin of Mr. Abe. It has been clarified from the audio data analysis of the video recorded
at the scene of the incident at the time.

As a result, it is highly likely that the self-made gun that Yamagami shot was blank.

In the future, when Yamagami's trial is held, the results of this sound analysis will be
presented by the defense, and the national court will likely not be able to charge Yamagami
with murder.

2. If Yamagami's self-made gun is proven to be a blank gun, we will have no choice but to
regard Mr. Abe's assassination as a large-scale organized crime.

What we learned from the audio analysis of the video that recorded the moment of Mr. Abe's
assassination was that another two gunshots were recorded that were different from the gun
of Yamagami's .And this mysterious two shots in a row hit Mr. Abe's throat.

As a result, these two gunshots claimed Mr. Abe's life, and Yamagami, who merely shot the
blank gun, was not the culprit of Mr. Abe's assassination.
In that case, Yamagami is one of the crisis actors in large-scale organized crime.
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Furthermore, the Nara Prefectural Police, who guarded Mr. Abe, knew of Mr. Abe's
assassination plan in advance.

By the way, there are many people on the Internet who have carefully analyzed the images
that recorded Mr. Abe's assassination, and it is known that some of the people who were
guarding Mr. Abe's surroundings were acting strangely. . This person is taking steps to
secure his own safety just before Abe's sniper attack.

3. It is eerie that the Japanese mass media are completely ignoring many suspicions about
Mr. Abe's assassination on the Internet.

Since the beginning of the incident, many suspicions related to Mr. Abe's assassination
have been pointed out on the Internet, but the Japanese mass media have completely
ignored them.

Japanese media people should be checking the internet, so they should be aware of the
suspicions about Mr. Abe's assassination flying around the internet.

"Nevertheless, it's eerie that all the mass media are ignoring the allegations that are making
noise on the Internet."

From this, it can be imagined that the Japanese media is under considerable pressure.

When we realize the existence of such invisible pressure, it becomes more and more
unnatural that the Kishida administration is trying to force Mr. Abe's state funeral.

Note 1: YouTube “Suspect Yamagami's blank gun theory” is rich! Dr. Jun Takada's Front line
of scientific research on sniping of Mr. Abe ! Tetsuhide Yamaoka × Koji Hirai × Jun Takada ×
Yui Sakaki [The Q&A] 9/16 (Friday)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaMiGZwmLEY

Related Topics;
Shinzo Abe's family history might provide some insight into why he was targeted by a
man with a grudge
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-07-12/shinzo-abe-death-motivations-religious-group/101
225392
From the beginning of the Unification Church(=UC)after the war,Abe ancestor family
strongly connected with them(UC) as Korean compatriots.
They take in gullible Japanese's anguish, turns them into fanatics, and collects enough
donations to bankrupt their households<many tragedies were generated,however the
established media were strangely silent on those at all>.
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The essence of the Unification Church is a fraudulent and corrupt quasi-church that uses
that money to take over the political world(not only in Japan,but also USA), raise the
authority of the church, and increase the number of gullible donors. They are strong agent of
CIA the psychological manipulation expert.In order to hide Abe s ten years long collapsed
politics,Kishida is to force Abe’s international state funeral even in massive people s calling
for "No state funeral .
It would have become worst for them that Abe’s surviving by blank gun shot !!.
Even by a blank gun shot event,the news would become to expose the terribly corrupt
Unification Church with strong tie with long years Abe family connection(the Korean agents).

Coming international state funeral is to act raising Abe’s authority for gullible Japanese.
In Japan,there is another strong cult religious organization the Soka Gakkai,
Their leader is also an agent of Korean.Once one of Japanese believer told that he believe
the church,because the leader is always welcomed by famous international VIP politician,
scholar,and talents in all over the world.
In Japan,there is another strong cult of physics researcher organization who were
sometimes awarded the international famous Nobel prize,even in now useless elementary
particle physics that had substantially been completed by SSC abortion 1993 due to
completion of the unified gravity field theory.SSC is 12billion $ elementary particle
experiment faculty in USA.

Japan man sets himself on fire reportedly to protest a state funeral for ex-Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe, who was assassinated in July.
https://colombogazette.com/2022/09/21/japan-man-sets-himself-on-fire-in-apparent-protest-
of-abe-funeral/

Yamagami's uncle, who was a lawyer, talks about his last job, how he confronted the
Unification Church
https://www.bengo4.com/c_1009/n_14939/

Former Prime Minister Abe shot dead
It is almost certain that there was another sniper 2022/6/10
http://www.asyura2.com/22/senkyo287/msg/225.html
Former Prime Minister Abe was shot dead, but the hospital interview on the 8th and the
judicial autopsy results announced on the following 9th、those are completely different.
At the hospital press conference, there were two gunshot wounds on the right front of the
neck, and ammunition entered the body from the neck to the heart and chest.They
explained that he had damaged a large blood vessel,The result of the judicial autopsy the
next day was that the ammunition that entered the body from the upper left arm
They explained that he had damaged the arteries under the left and right clavicle.
.............................................
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Perhaps the first hospital interview is correct.In other words, another sniper shoots the head
of former Prime Minister Abe from a fairly high place,It is highly possible that the bullet
reached the lungs and heart.

Was there a problem with the security system? Asking former Prime Minister Abe's
security veteran, "I can't think of such case even at a moment."
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/d2d58619f4af71505df1d1f86c22e033b4e4275e
"At first,do not 360 degrees free ! "

Video of the moment of being shot
https://twitter.com/spd6JqgruGQ2qeg/status/1545406301924392960?cxt=HHwWgIDUvf-1s
fIqAAAA

Finally they(the traitor organization) are being cornered.
Eventually he was assassinated by a fellow organization due to rising his notoriety.
Former Prime Minister Abe(Korean descendant)was a typical and the worst traitor(the
CIA agent) against Japan,
In his 10 years ruling times,they made 300trillion yen national debts(now the total
1000?trillion yen)to make stock price higher only. In the times,Japan had become
terribly corrupted in politics and social general with many suspicious crime events.Note
Kishida (Korean descendant)now prime minister is almost the same type as Abe.
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-W
orld_A.pdf
In UK,Johnson(also the traitor against UK people)was to retire due to rising his
notoriety.Similar circumstances apply to USA, France and Canada(also Russia
and Ukraine with USA-EU).

PS:Now the serious ,but also serious important court witness Yamagami is told to be
detained for psychiatric evaluation.Author calls on the authorities to stop illegal and brutal
brainwashing torture like Julian Assange in UK !!.
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